WINE LIST
WHITE
		
01

02

RICH AND FOOD FRIENDLY

175ml 250ml Bottle

NUEVE VIDAS SAUVIGNON BLANC, 2016/17 SPAIN

4.20

MÂCON-LUGNY LES GENIÈVRES, LOUIS LATOUR, 2015/16
MÂCONNAIS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

		27.50

This light, fruity dry wine will delight all wine lovers with its vivacity and excellent balance. Aromas of
white blossom, citrus and apple with a crisp, fresh taste.

5.75

15.50

Bright favourite from the Latour stable, with fresh grassy notes, plenty of tropical fruit and a firm roundness. Good ripe
Chardonnay, with a touch of age.

FRUITY AND FRAGANT

03

CHARDONNAY, BILLYCAN, 2016/17 SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIA

4.95

04

VIOGNIER, LION RIDGE, 2016/17 SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

		19.50

Australia has moved away from heavy, oaky, simple white wines and this Chardonnay shows their
new improved style. Light and fresh with crisp green apple character.

6.50

17.95

This unwooded style of Viognier offers a dry but fruity style. The floral bouquet greets the nose and follows through
with lovely tropical flavours on a lingering palate.

LIGHT AND CRISP

05

PINOT GRIGIO, SOPRANO, 2016/17 ITALY

4.50

5.95

16.00

06

CHENIN BLANC, GOLDCOAST, 2016/17 WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

4.50

5.95

16.00

07

SAUVIGNON BLANC, TAWORRI, 2016/17 MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

		22.50

08

PICPOUL DE PINET M, 2016/17 LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

		20.95

Crisp apple and soft white pear flavours. This wine is easy drinking with a lifted freshness.
Fresh and bright with lively sherbet, lime and floral aromas. Light, zippy with plenty of apple and
pineapple citrus flavours lifted up into a racy, mineral finish. Brilliant.

Benchmark New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc with all the classic notes this style of wine is famed for - crisp zesty character,
gooseberry fruit, grassy notes and utterly delicious.
This is an outstanding wine that really delivers. Fresh with a bright aroma of white flowers and zesty citrus.

ROSÉ

		

175ml 250ml Bottle

09

PINOT GRIGIO ROSATO, TANTI PETALI, BOTTER, 2016/17 ITALY

4.50

5.95

16.00

10

ZINFANDEL ROSÉ, TERRAZZO, 2016/17 CALIFORNIA, USA

4.75

6.20

17.00

11

RIOJA ROSADO, AZABACHE, 2016/17 SPAIN

		17.95

Very light and refreshing with a delicate pear-drop fruit. Absolutely bright and fresh, terrifically easy to drink.

Bright pink in colour, it bursts with juicy melon, raspberry and apple notes, held in check with a streak of lemon-lime acidity.
Juicy pink in colour with aromas of roses, strawberries and a hint of mandarin. A well-balanced rosé with plenty of fruit
character on the palate.

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

			
12

PROSECCO, BORGO SANLEO, NV ITALY

13

AYALA BRUT MAJEUR, NV CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Intense floral, fruity bouquet. A wonderfully fresh and well-balanced, appley palate with just a hint of delicate almond.

Bottle

7.50

20.95

		42.00

An expressive and elegant Champagne with ripe fruit flavours. Fresh and crisp, yet with good body on the palate.

Please see overleaf for Red and Fine Wine

20cl

RED
RICH AND SPICEY

		
14

PRIMITIVO-NEGROAMARO, GRAN ROSSO, 2016/17 SALENTO, ITALY

175ml 250ml Bottle

		20.50

Intense, full and complex with dark chocolate and black cherry character. A wonderful food wine with plenty of body
and structure for hearty dishes.

SMOOTH AND ROUNDED

15

SHIRAZ, BILLYCAN, 2016/17 SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIA

4.95

6.50

17.95

16

MALBEC, TAMARI, 2016/17 MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

4.95

6.50

17.95

17

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, URMENETA, 2016/17 CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE

		18.00

18

RIOJA, CORMORAN, 2016/17 RIOJA, SPAIN

		18.95

Here’s a juicy fruity Aussie red with balanced alcohol to give a deliciously easy drinking Shiraz.
It’s time to rediscover just how good the wines from Down Under are tasting.
Soft red fruit notes with elegantly smooth tannins and a lingering finish. A great example of
Argentina’s hallmark red wine.

Dark, ruby colour, full of red fruit aromas, perfectly mixed with sweet vanilla and coconut notes. It has a fresh
mouthfeel, medium body, soft tannins and a long, pleasant finish.

Bright cherry red with masses of red berry fruit flavours leading into richer, warmer fruits with a hint of vanilla.
Well-balanced, lingering and harmonious.

19

NUEVE VIDAS MERLOT, 2016/17 SPAIN

20

LIGHT AND FRUITY

4.20

5.75

15.50

PINOT NOIR, COSMINA, 2016/17 VIILE TIMIS, ROMANIA

4.50

5.95

16.00

21

PINOTAGE, HUNTERSVILLE, 2016/17 SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

		19.25

22

BEAUJOLAIS, TERRA ICONIA, 2015/16 BURGUNDY, FRANCE

		23.50

Fruity, smooth and easy drinking. Cherry red with violet hues. Soft silky tannins and a burst of jammy
black fruit.
A fantastic example of Pinot Noir at a sensible price. Gorgeous flavours of black cherry, raspberry and
cinnamon. Rich fruit cake spice on the palate with a velvety lingering finish.

A superb young Pinotage. The flavours of this unique South African cultivar show ripe plum and fruitcake all beautifully
integrated and then finished with subtle oak for a lingering aftertaste.

An abundance of intense berry fruits such as redcurrant, blackberry and blueberry. A subtle, floral peony fragrance lingers on
the palate and combines with mineral notes and round, silky tannins to give a balanced glass with a lengthy, fruity finish.

FINE WINE

Bottle
23

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, AUGUSTE BESSAC, 2013/14 RHÔNE, FRANCE

44.95

24

FLEURIE, CHÂTEAU DE L’ABBAYE, 2014/15 BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE

27.95

25

POUILLY FUMÉ, GUY SAGET, 2016/17 LOIRE, FRANCE

38.95

26

FRIENDLY GRÜNER VELTLINER, LAURENZ V, 2014/15 NIEDEROSTERREICH, AUSTRIA

33.75

Châteauneuf has achieved world-favouritism by being as equally spicy and well-flavoured for informal summer
eating, as richly warming in winter. A charming, easy-drinking style.
Beautifully floral as the name would suggest with notes of iris, violet, rose and peach. An elegant wine with smooth
tannins, a classic from the Gamay grape.
Classic Pouilly from the central vineyards of the Loire. Crisply refreshing aromatic fruit and an underlying
suggestion of flint.
Dry in style with citrus, honey and mineral notes and extremely food friendly.
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